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Semantic Parsing: Introduction

• Semantics is the study of the MEANING of linguistic expressions
• Lexical semantics is concerned with the meaning of words
• Compositional semantics is concerned with the meaning of

sentences

Semantic Parsing
Mapping a natural language sentence into a meaning
representation.

Use of Semantic Parsing in
Question-Answering

• The following example is borrowed from SEMPRE (Semantic

Parsing with Execution)1

• UTTERANCE: Which college did Obama go to?
• LOGICAL FORM: (and (Type University) (Education BarackObama))
• DENOTATION: Occidental College, Columbia University

1 www-nlp.stanford.edu/software/sempre/

Semantic Representation

• Has to be formal
• Can draw inference
• Should be unambiguous but allows vagueness
• I eat French food. - which French food?
• Provides one canonical form for all sentences with the same

semantics

• Must be expressive enough to cover a wide range of situations
• Can be veriﬁed: is a particular sentence true or false?

First Order Predicate Calculus (FOPC)

• aka First Order Logic (FOL)
• This formal semantics technique attempts to map sentences onto

logical formulas (LFs)

• e.g. the semantic representation of a sentence every man is

mortal is (∀x )(man (x ) → mortal (x ))

First Order Predicate Calculus (FOPC)
(cont’d)
• Components of the syntax of FOPC
• Terms to represent objects
1 Constants refer to speciﬁc objects (real or abstract) and

subsequently identify the symbols to the objects

2 Variables refer to anonymous objects or generically to all objects
3 Functions refer to concepts

• Predicates to encode properties and relations
• Logical connectives We can form compound sentences using

connectives

• Quantiﬁers to interpret variables: ∃ and ∀

Predicates
1

Predicates to encode properties
• person (Tom ): Tom has the property of being a person
• object (book 1) or book (book 1): book1 has the property of being

object or book1 is a book

• object (table 1) or table (table 1): table1 has the property of being

object or table1 is a table
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Predicates to encode relations
• in _front _of (table 1, book 1)
• on (Sam, table 1)

• Predicates (like functions) have an arity: they take a number of

arguments

• e.g., the predicate on has an arity 2

Logical Connectives & Quantiﬁers

Lambda Notation

• We need a process that will replace (i.e., unify) each variable

with a logical constant

• λ-notation provides an abstraction of properties or relations
• The λ symbol denotes variables that we can substitute with an

entity of the real world
• λ x.
• λ x.

property(x) or λ y. λ x. property(x,y)
likes(x,mary) or λ y. λ x. likes(x,y)

• λx indicates that we may supply an expression or a value for x

Lambda Notation (cont’d)
• Supplying such a value is called a β -reduction
• It replaces all the occurrences of X in the expression and

eliminates λ x

• Example:
• The noun chair with arity 1 is represented by λX .chair (x )
• Let us suppose that chair1 is an entity; we can supply it to the
λ-expression:
λ X.chair(x))chair1
• We can carry out a β-reduction that yields:

chair(chair1)

Semantic Networks
• A set of words or concepts is represented as nodes
• Nodes are connected by edges that express semantic

relationships between words

(Figure borrowed from Luger, G. F. (2009). Artiﬁcial Intelligence - Structures and Strategies for Complex Problem Solving. Pearson
Educational Limited.)

Frames: Case of FrameNet Project
• The FrameNet Lexical Database is an output of the Berkeley

FrameNet project

• Based on FRAME SEMANTICS: a theory of meaning from Fillmore

(1976)

• FrameNet has two parts:
1 A collection of frames
• Frames are data structures representing situations involving
participants and other conceptual roles
• Each frame is mapped to lexical units (LUs)
• Each frame is structured in terms of frame elements (FEs)
2

Corpus sentences that have been analysed in terms of these
frames

Frames: Case of FrameNet Project (cont’d)

• Example from Ruppenhofer et al. (2006)
• "The APPLY_HEAT frame describes a common situation involving a

COOK, some FOOD, and a HEATING_INSTRUMENT"

• These roles are the FEs
• "The frame is evoked by words such as bake, blanch, boil, broil,

brown, simmer, steam, etc."

• These evoking words are the LUs in the APPLY_HEAT frame

Syntax-driven Semantic Parsing
• Builds up a semantic parse and a syntactic parse
• Every rule and every lexical item must be associated with

semantic information

• Based on the principle of compositionality
• The meaning of a sentence is determined by (1) the meanings of its
parts and (2) the way in which those parts are combined
• CFG can be augmented with semantic attachment

A → α1 . . . αn {f (αj .sem , . . . , αk .sem )}
• The meaning representation assigned to A can be computed by

running the function f on some subset of the semantic
attachments of A ’s constituents

• The meaning can be represented in FOPC

Syntax-driven Semantic Parsing (cont’d)
• For example, consider the sentence Tom serves meal.
• Lexical items:
• ProperNoun → Tom {Tom }
• CommonNoun → bread {Bread }
• Rules:
• NP → ProperNoun {ProperNoun .sem }
• NP → CommonNoun {CommonNoun .sem }
• A generic event SERVING involves SERVER and SERVED

∃e , x , y Isa (e , Serving ) ∧ Server (e , x ) ∧ Served (e , y )
• This logical formula can be attached to the verb serve

V → serves
{∃e , x , y Isa (e , Serving ) ∧ Server (e , x ) ∧ Served (e , y )}

Syntax-driven Semantic Parsing (cont’d)
• The meaning of the NP needs to be incorporated (not just

copied) into the meaning of the verb using λ-notation and
λ-reduction
V → serves
{λx ∃e , y Isa (e , Serving ) ∧ Server (e , y ) ∧ Served (e , x )}

• The result of that incorporation has to be assigned to the VP.sem

VP → V NP {V .sem (NP .sem )}
• To complete the process, the semantic attachment for S is

created
S → NP VP {VP .sem (NP .sem )}

Syntax-driven Semantic Parsing (cont’d)
• The parse tree with semantic attachments of the input sentence

Shallow Semantic Parsing
aka Semantic role labelling (SRL); Thematic role labelling; Case
role assignment
Identifying and annotating the semantic roles of each predicate
argument in a sentence.

Frame-based Shallow Semantic Parser:
SEMAFOR

• A shallow semantic parser developed at Carnegie Mellon

University

• Analyses frames and FEs expressed by a sentence2

Frame-based Shallow Semantic Parser:
SEMAFOR (cont’d)

Frame-based Shallow Semantic Parser:
SEMAFOR (cont’d)

• The analysis might not be perfect as "frame-semantic parsing is

such a diﬃcult task":

• "The wrong frame is chosen for President
• The Time argument of the PREVARICATION frame is missing entirely

that automatic parses are rarely perfect."

2 Source

of the example: Schneider, N., "About Syntactic & Semantic Parsing",
http://demo.ark.cs.cmu.deu/parse/about.html/#frane
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